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The Southeast Asian American Solidarity Toolkit: A Guide to Resisting Deportations and
Detentions from the #ReleaseMN8 Campaign is a resource for individuals, families, and advocates
in the Southeast Asian American (SEAA) community who want to learn how to organize a dynamic
campaign to fight detention and deportation. This resource also shares valuable insight and
information for service providers, researchers, and policymakers on the challenges that families
face around punitive and mandatory criminal deportation laws. It is not prescriptive, but rather it
uses the successes of the #ReleaseMN8 campaign to help steer and inform similar efforts. Overall,
the toolkit’s intent is to strengthen communities as they continue to rally for immigrant justice.

The design and content of the toolkit allows users to understand both the organizing and legal
strategies used to fight SEAA detentions and deportations. Users can access resources by strategy
needs; each entry includes a brief summary of the resource. This toolkit is intended to serve as a
general guide only. For more in-depth questions and resources, see contact information for
campaign organizers and advocates at the end of the toolkit.

Since 1998, more than 16,000 SEAAs have received final orders of removal from the United States—a
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vast majority of them due to criminal convictions. Many of these people entered the country as
refugees fleeing war in the 1970s and 1980s and were resettled indiscriminately in neighborhoods
with poor living conditions, failing schools, and high crime rates. Under these circumstances, large
numbers of refugees, many of whom were young adults, became entangled in the criminal justice
system, unaware of how their offenses, however minor, would make them vulnerable to deportation
many years later.
A 1996 immigration law, which
could be applied retroactively,
expanded the list of offenses
mandating deportation and
eliminated judicial discretion,
resulting in large numbers of
SEAA refugees being targeted for
deportation despite having served
prison sentences and transforming
their lives. The heightened
detention and deportation efforts
by U.S. Immigration and Customs
Enforcement (ICE) worsened the
situation by applying brutal
pressure for countries to
repatriate and re-traumatizing
refugee families amid their
decades-long struggle to recover
from war and displacement.

Supporters of the #ReleaseMN8 campaign participate in a rally in front of U.S. Sen.
Amy Klobuchar’s office in Minnesota on September 14, 2016. Photograph
by Thaiphy Phan-Quang

Transactional Records Access Clearinghouse, “U.S. Deportation Outcomes by Charge, Completed Cases in Immigration Courts,” 2018
available at: http://trac.syr.edu/phptools/immigration/court_backlog/deport_outcome_charge.php.
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In August 2016, the families and supporters of eight Cambodian American men in Minnesota
—collectively known as the MN8—decided to organize a campaign to fight the sudden detention
and orders of deportation of their loved ones. The #ReleaseMN8 campaign wanted the men, all
in their 30s and 40s, to return to the communities where they had faced and overcome countless
difficulties in their lives. It also sought to inspire others to join the movement to restore human
rights to all refugees and immigrants. The #ReleaseMN8 campaign went public in September
2016. The determination and commitment of the MN8, their families, and their supporters led to
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the eventual release of three of the eight men.
While the #ReleaseMN8 campaign was set up shortly after an abrupt ICE detention, families
expecting similar actions should be vigilant, especially as mass detention and deportation efforts
escalate. These are some of the steps and lessons learned from the #ReleaseMN8 campaign as
supporters organized nationwide to seek the freedom of their beloved community members.

The most successful campaigns are driven by organizers who take the initiative to seek
knowledge. Use the Internet or go to your local library to learn more about U.S. detention and
deportation statistics, data, history, and policies. While overwhelming at first, this knowledge will
soon empower and prepare you for disseminating information to supporters, lawmakers, and the
media. Seek the expertise of other authorities, such as lawyers, community and political leaders,
and advocacy groups, for guidance as well.

Successful organizing, activism, and advocacy must be rooted in a sound legal strategy. It is vital
for families to request the guidance of a knowledgeable lawyer to walk them through their
options. The term “crimmigration” has often been used to define the experience of the detention
of Southeast Asian Americans, so it would be optimal for supporters to get consultations with
separate lawyers who are proficient in immigration law and in criminal law. Lawyers can only
work with what you give them, so be prepared to gather quickly as many documents as possible
to help build your case. Within one week of the detention of the MN8 men, campaign organizers
participated in a two-hour meeting with legal experts, who answered questions and explained
legal options.

Make sure the lawyers you are working with are explaining the information clearly so that you understand the
overall legal strategy. For legal assistance, check law schools in your area or contact the American Civil Liberties
Union (ACLU), National Immigration Project of the National Lawyers Guild (NIPNLG), or Asian Americans
Advancing Justice (AAAJ).
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Five of the MN8 men were unable to reverse their orders of removal and were deported.
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In each campaign, it is essential to have clear targets. Who are you asking to do what, and who
has the power to do what? Through a “power mapping” exercise, the #ReleaseMN8 organizers
discovered which individuals and entities had specific powers and how they could use those
powers to halt or delay deportations. For example, the county attorney can be a critical target
and could prevent an individual’s deportation by reducing the individual’s sentence. Community
support from various stakeholders also helps build influence. See Appendix A for an example of
a sign-on letter to influential decision-makers.

Mijente and NIPNLG are national organizations that can assist with understanding the political landscape and
strategy training. Also look for local entities organizing around immigration issues.
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Families of the MN8 acted swiftly upon hearing news of their loved ones’ imminent deportation to
Cambodia. In less than a month, organizers gathered information, reached out to other affected
families, and began a process of consistent communication and strategic planning. What followed
was the creation of a mass movement that inspired people across the country. Families of the MN8
had never organized an anti-deportation campaign before, but they learned quickly as they were
driven by their commitment to keep their loved ones together. These are their tips for setting
activism in motion:

Convene a meeting of all relevant allies, including relatives, friends, and supporters. It is
especially important to include the person facing deportation in this process by finding a way for
the person to provide input or be kept informed.
The primary goal of this initial convening is to build relationships and create a support network.
Individual lives are at stake and people are in crisis, so establishing trust and creating a system of
communication are key to a successful campaign foundation. Many people lack email
correspondence skills or are unfamiliar with collecting official documents, for example, so explore
all expertise and avenues for effective teamwork. Research potential contacts among high-level
authorities and professionals as well, because these connections will be highly useful as your
campaign gains momentum.

#ReleaseMN8 campaign organizers rally in front of the U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement building in St. Paul, MN, seeking
to deliver signed petitions calling for the release of the MN8 men on November 3, 2016. Photograph by Thaiphy Phan-Quang
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The #ReleaseMN8 campaign organizers hold their first rally in front of U.S. Sen. Amy Klobuchar’s office on September 14, 2016, in
Minneapolis. Photograph by Thaiphy Phan-Quang

Because such campaigns are voluntary, set up a voting system to pick a leader and a deputy leader;
form subcommittees to carry out particular tasks; and have backups in case of absences or exits.
Campaign organizers need guidance and reinforcement, so look for usable skills in any of the
leadership roles. Despite the different kinds of rewards they stand to gain, all organizers have to
share the same mindset to avoid tension and encourage collaboration. Face-to-face meetings are
crucial to resolving problems compared with relying on digital communication. Also essential are
interpretation volunteers so that all of the detained person’s family members are kept in the loop.
Once regular meetings are scheduled, focus on establishing goals and objectives; roles and
responsibilities; and information, resources, and tools needed. This will help you create a detailed
concept plan, which typically includes a task list, timelines and deadlines to stay on track, projected
costs, and funding sources. Be proactive in creating a structure for follow-up meetings as well.

Learning about the systems involved in the deportation process is important. Many of the #ReleaseMN8 campaign’s
first meetings involved experts offering training and technical assistance for developing the campaign. Because so
much new information was shared, campaign organizers were diligent in taking notes. It is also important to
maintain accurate, up-to-date documentation of the histories and personal accounts of the individuals facing
deportation.

The ability to organize a public-facing campaign targeting the media and people in power is
necessary to giving your movement visibility and credibility. These targets typically prefer to speak
to the directly affected individual or families instead of lawyers or supporters, therefore it is
crucial to designate a spokesperson or spokespersons. All campaign organizers should be involved
in discussions on their message and talking points so that the spokesperson or spokespersons can
clearly articulate the campaign’s goals and demands.
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Speaking with the press is a critical way to educate the broader public. Do your homework first
by conducting research on the media platform and the reporter. Ask for past articles the reporter
has written on the topic of immigration and criminal justice to filter out press contacts who may
hurt your case. Most importantly, speak from the heart, be honest, and have a clear message with
detailed “asks.” Criminal records are public information and thus can be accessed by the press;
do not shy away from questions around criminal convictions. Address the issue, but also focus on
the detained person’s transformative journey of rehabilitation. The goal is to humanize the
people being detained or deported. Zero in on all their positive contributions to the society. See
Appendix B for a media coverage list.

#ReleaseMN8 campaign organizers are featured in a New Yorker article, titled The Minnesota Eight Don’t Want to Be
Deported to a Country They’ve Never Lived In, on April 5, 2017. Photograph by Thaiphy Phan-Quang via Release MN8 /
Facebook

When crafting your message, it is necessary to have a clear understanding of the opposing arguments as well. This
will help you to develop a strategy on how to pivot back to your main arguments and control the narrative. The
Center for Story-Based Strategy has good resources to help craft campaign and press messaging.

A common response in the initial stages of this process is, “No, no, no—it cannot be done.”
Persistence goes a long way in shaping success. Some organizers may be turned away on the first
few attempts, and parts of a legal case may be denied. Do not be discouraged, but consider
creative approaches to help resolve the problem and continue to move forward.
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The #ReleaseMN8 campaign organizers recognized the importance of community support, and
thus cultivated partnerships and collaborated with many allies by remaining in constant
communication during the span of a year. This process of coalition-building was critical to
developing people power.

The #ReleaseMN8 organizers supported other communities of color through meetings with local
and national organizations and participating in rallies, forums, conferences, and workshops; in the
process, these events increased the visibility of their own campaign. As they continued to reach
out for help, the campaign practiced reciprocity and mutualism, which made it successful in
cementing relationships and turning the crisis of impending deportation into an opportunity to
expand and strengthen communities.
Gathering public support from your coalition base is also invaluable. The Southeast Asian Freedom Network
(SEAFN), Southeast Asia Resource Action Center (SEARAC), labor union AFSCME Local 3800, and National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) Minneapolis branch, as well as many other allies,
publicly denounced the detention and deportation of the MN8. See Appendix C.

Montha Chum, sister of Chamroeun "Shorty" Phan, one of the MN8 men, speaks at a SEARAC rally near the White House in
Washington, DC, on June 28, 2017. Photograph by Stephen Bobb
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Accompanied by a giant puppet, named ICE Monster, #ReleaseMN8 campaign organizers rally in front of the U.S.
Immigration and Customs Enforcement building in St. Paul, MN, seeking to deliver signed petitions calling for the release of
the MN8 men on November 3, 2016. Addressing the public is Brandi Powell, weekend anchor/reporter for KSTP-TV (ABC
affiliate) in Minneapolis/St. Paul. Photograph by Thaiphy Phan-Quang

All #ReleaseMN8 activities were non-violent direct actions (NVDA), which included rallies, callin campaigns, and sign-on letters to put pressure on key decision-makers to listen and meet
with them. To prepare for each action, #ReleaseMN8 organizers determined roles, messaging,
goals, and strategy for public outreach. Directly affected family members were at the center
each step of the way. See Appendix D for samples of a call-in campaign and rally flyers.
Before each action, the #ReleaseMN8 campaign informed the public (through emails and event pages) and created
press releases. See Appendix E for a sample press advisory. Also, it is helpful to find organizations that can train
you on NVDA tactics, such as a local Black Lives Matter chapter or Ruckus Society.

Lawmakers typically have the most power to influence a decision on deportation. The #ReleaseMN8
organizers met with numerous federal, state, and local lawmakers to advocate for their loved ones.
Find a political champion to give voice to your concerns and help build your support base. See
Appendix F for a sample public statement issued by lawmakers in support of the #ReleaseMN8
campaign.
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Some of the organizations that trained the #ReleaseMN8 campaign in lobbying were the Coalition of Asian
American Leaders (CAAL) in Minnesota and SEARAC and NIPNLG in Washington, D.C.

Here are some helpful steps acquired through the #ReleaseMN8 organizers’ experiences:
After identifying your targets, go to the elected leaders’ websites to send an email to
them or their staff to request a meeting. If you are a constituent, make sure to
highlight this fact. Follow up if you do not receive a prompt response, or find out
whether anyone in your network can help facilitate the request.
Once an office agrees to a meeting, respond promptly to confirm the details and let
the office know how many people will be participating. If a legal or policy expert is
unable to accompany you to the meeting, consult with the expert beforehand to
help prepare messaging, questions, and asks. The expert can also practice this
“script” with you. Discuss with your group the likelihood of a deal and create an
agreement on negotiating. In addition, have case details and relevant information
ready as many offices ask for this. See Appendix G for a sample.
Designate roles to all meeting participants to help facilitate a smooth discussion
with the lawmakers or their staff. Push questions where needed, and remember to
take notes. The most effective meetings are organized, concise, and engaging.
Lawmakers have busy schedules and often do not have time for long conversations.
Provide the necessary information and get straight to the point.
Be honest. If elected leaders ask a question for which you do not have an answer,
say that you will get back to them with the correct information soon (and stick to
your word). Because lawmakers should be responsive to their constituents/voters,
do not be shy about making demands.
If lawmakers say “no,” politely thank them, but also remind them, before
concluding the meeting, that they are accountable to their voters. If you are able to
negotiate a deal, make sure the whole group understands clearly what this will
entail before you accept, reject, or pose an alternative. If elected leaders say “yes,”
make them responsible for following through on their commitment by sending an
email thanking them for their time and listing their promises. Remember to
exchange business cards either before or after the meeting so all of you have
accessible contact information.

Be proactive by offering to execute tasks within your control. Because of constant changes in the political and legal
fields, be ready to follow up with several more meetings with the targeted leaders. A “no” or a push-back does not
always mean there can be no room for negotiation, so campaigns have to be prepared to stay persistent and
creative.
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From left, Khin Oo, a community organizer; Ched Nin, one of the MN8 men who were released; Jennifer Srey, wife of Nin; and
Montha Chum, sister of Chamroeun “Shorty” Phan, one of the MN8 men, show support for the #ReleaseMN8 campaign at Capitol
Hill, Washington, D.C., during SEARAC Leadership and Advocacy Training on June 28, 2017. Photograph by Stephen Bobb

Aside from elected officials, you can also try meeting with the ambassador from the country
that the U.S. government recognizes as your country of origin. The embassy of that country is
responsible for issuing travel documents, a necessary step for ICE to carry out deportations.
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Much of the #ReleaseMN8 campaign’s success was made possible through its use of social
media to share information, ask for resources, promote campaign stories, and publicize actions.
The name was officially launched via Facebook in October 2016, along with an educational
video about the campaign. The organizers also reached out to people through other outlets,
such as Tumblr, Twitter, and Instagram.

Art is an effective organizing tool to
humanize a person usually made
nameless with labels of “detainee” or
“deportee.” The #ReleaseMN8 campaign
worked with activist-artists to spread
its message through photography,
videos, holiday cards, memes, flyers,
and other visual props. The imagery
captured made the personal histories of
the MN8 men more compelling and
increased the campaign’s reach, both
online and offline. See Appendix H for
a list of video links.

There are no public defenders in U.S.
immigration proceedings. While
immigration court allows individuals
in detention to apply for their own
relief, the law and forms of relief are
often too complicated for many to
figure out. Having funds ready to hire a
lawyer, pay application fees, and offset
losses in income is vital. The
#ReleaseMN8 campaign used its own
finances to sustain its work, but it also
employed a variety of fundraising
strategies to supplement costs.
Specifically, the campaign:

Artwork by visual artist Tori Hong for the
#Release MN8 campaign

Held film screenings and panel discussions featuring family members at which the audience
was either requested to pay an admission fee or make free-will donations. Look for free to
low-cost venues, such as libraries, university centers, or faith-based sites, to host events.
Used online crowdfunding platforms, such as GoFundMe and YouCaring.
Hosted fundraisers, either at a family’s home or asked allies to host fundraisers or provide
grants on behalf of the campaign.
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Representatives from the Southeast Asia Resource Action Center, National Immigration Project of the National Lawyers Guild,
Mijente, and Southeast Asian Freedom Network and its membership organization ManForward gather to work with
#ReleaseMN8 organizers at the Eastside Freedom Library in St. Paul, MN, on February 23, 2017.

Depending on the legal strategy of the case, there may be one or two hearings for which to lay the
groundwork. Typically, deportation cases involve both the immigration and the criminal justice
systems, so hearings in each court may occur. A lot of preparation goes into ensuring a judge hears
your story. Showing public and community support for the individual at risk of deportation is a
critical component of effective deportation defense. There are a number of solidarity strategies,
depending on what is helpful in your case. For example, during a court hearing, a person at risk of
deportation may need to show evidence of good moral character, rehabilitation, and/or family
hardship as a result of deportation. The backing of community—such as family, friends, civic and
faith leaders, and elected officials—often in the form of letters of support, testifying witnesses in
court, and court attendance, would be critical. Furthermore, strong community engagement may
be persuasive to a sympathetic prosecutor considering whether to oppose or support a case for
post-conviction relief. Consult the detained individual, family, and legal team to find the right
strategy and messaging for your particular case.
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Deportation is a horrific experience, and organizing a campaign to fight it can be severely
traumatizing for everyone in the targeted family. The penalizing state system forces elders to
reopen old wartime wounds; mothers and fathers to unwittingly turn into single parents; children
to become “orphaned”; and the person who is detained to lose absolute control over a life that
had been turned around after making amends to the society.
Make sure the children are not neglected. Tailor your explanation about the absence of the loved
one to the child’s age and level of understanding. Be mindful of lying or half-truths to avoid
causing more trauma to the child down the road. If a person is deported, organizers should be
prepared to extend compassion and support to families left behind.
When beginning your campaign, hold space for everyone affected to share their experiences. This
organic development will ensure a stronger foundation and better strategies to build a robust
campaign. All the organizers will be stakeholders in the campaign and thus know that they did
everything in their power to bring their loved one home.
Campaign organizers should take care of their own physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual
health early on as well. Check local nonprofit centers or publicly funded health clinics for free or
discounted therapy. If you have a job and health benefits, find out whether you would be covered
for therapy. Talk to your employer about a leave of absence; if you share your story, you might
find empathy as well as support for your cause. Contact your spiritual leader for guidance. Most
importantly, create a support system that will help provide some respite for you when the going
gets tough. Accept and request others’ help, such as cooking healthy meals for you, watching
children, writing and sending gifts to the detained person, or making high-level contacts on your
behalf, among others. Sometimes just sharing your story with a sympathetic listener can be
therapeutic, so do not be afraid to lean on your community.

From left, Sameth Nhean, Chamroeun “Shorty” Phan and Ched Nin, three of the MN8 men, get together in the Frogtown
neighborhood of St. Paul, MN, in November 2017, after their release from detention. Photograph by Thaiphy Phan-Quang
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The #ReleaseMN8 organizers had minimal understanding of immigration law. They found out early
on that there is limited time for families to take action when ICE detains a person. They worked
quickly with lawyers to learn about the different ways to fight their cases within the legal system.
Importantly, the organizers discovered that the eight men detained by ICE shared one thing in
common—all of them had gone through the deportation system in the past after immigration
judges had issued a “removal order,” also known as an order of deportation. See Appendix I for a
sample removal order. In the past, ICE was unable to carry out the orders of deportation due to
diplomatic twists, so it was forced to release the men from immigration detention. The MN8 were
still required to “report in” to the ICE office every six months or every year to be supervised.
During one of these report-ins, ICE detained the eight men.
Fighting the MN8 removal orders was difficult. Legal options usually focus on asking the court to
conduct a new hearing of the old deportation case. The most common way is through a “motion to
reopen.” Filing these motions is complicated, so it is a good idea to find a lawyer experienced in
3
deportation defense. Obtaining a time-sensitive legal assessment also is critical because people
with removal orders can be deported immediately.
In the case of the MN8, three of the men were able to get a new hearing by filing a successful
motion to reopen and avoid deportation. Below is a general background on these types of motions.

A motion to reopen asks an immigration court or the Board of Immigration Appeals (BIA, the
appeals court for the immigration court) to consider reopening a closed immigration case so that
individuals can receive a second chance to challenge their deportation. These individuals must
either demonstrate to the court that a) he or she should not have received a deportation order in
the past, or that b) things have changed since then, and NOW there is good reason for the
individual not to be deported.
Please note: This option only applies to people who have already gone through the deportation
process and have an order of deportation. If this is the first time that ICE seeks to deport a person,
then the person may have other options to fight deportation. It is important to obtain legal
consultation as soon as possible to understand your options and whether you can even file a
motion to reopen.

First, you need to provide “new evidence” or facts that were not available at the first deportation
process. For example, this could be information about the country to which the U.S. government
has ordered you to be deported or information about yourself or your family that now qualifies
you for a form of immigration relief. It could also be that the law about a type of crime has changed
so that it no longer makes a person deportable or ineligible for relief.

3 Getting

Pro-Bono Legal Help:
http://www.searac.org/resource-hub/immigration/resources-toolkits-immigration/getting-pro-bono-legal-help/
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Second, you need to put forward an argument for why the judge should reopen your case after
the 90-day deadline. Normally, a motion to reopen needs to be filed within 90 days of the final
removal order. However, there are exceptions to this time limit. These exceptions can include:
Being eligible for a new immigration status or Lawful Permanent Residency (LPR, i.e., “green
card”) after your removal order because a U.S. citizen relative (such as a spouse) files a
petition on your behalf to help you regain LPR status. It is important to note that individuals
who receive deportation orders lose their LPR or refugee statuses, although they usually
remain eligible for employment authorization.
The reasons that triggered your deportation case, such as a criminal conviction, are gone (see
some examples in section II).
Being eligible for asylum, withholding, or similar relief, such as having new information
about conditions of the country that the U.S. government has ordered you to be deported to
that put your life in danger or may subject you to persecution.
An error made by your prior attorney or in the prior deportation process, such as the court
failing to tell you about a hearing date. This will often require you to speak to another
attorney to tell you if or how the prior attorney made an error. Certain errors might exempt
your case from the 90-day filing deadline.
Showing “manifest injustice,” which means that you need to convince the judge or the BIA
that your situation is extraordinary or sympathetic, such as taking care of a very sick relative.
Motions to reopen are difficult to win. To convince a court to reopen an old case, you have to
present compelling information and be clear as to why your past deportation order was a
mistake, unlawful, or will lead to terrible consequences for you or your loved ones. Even if you
can show that there was an error in the prior deportation process, or that something has
changed (such as having a new family member), be aware that it is not always enough.

The following legal reasons were used successfully in motions to reopen filed on behalf of the
MN8 individuals:
State court “vacates” a criminal conviction. You were originally ordered deported based on
a crime, and you have been able to get the crime overturned or “vacated.” Please note that this
does NOT include expungement. If you are able to reopen or vacate a criminal conviction or
even change the sentencing, this can be one way to get your immigration case reopened. A
sample motion to reopen based on vacating a criminal conviction can be found in Appendix J.
The law has changed, and you are now eligible to fight deportation. Immigration law has
changed quite a lot, especially when it comes to deportation over the last 10 years. Even if you
were not eligible before to fight your deportation, the law may have changed to let you do so
now. Two common situations are: 1) your crime is no longer an “aggravated felony,” and/or 2)
you might be able to get a green card through a relative using what is called “212(h)
adjustment.”
For a deeper dive into these two forms of motions to reopen, see Appendix K.
If the motion to reopen is granted, the court will look at the person’s deportation case again and
decide whether the person will be allowed to stay in the United States. Granting the motion to
reopen will not mean that ICE will release the person; however, it will mean the person should
not be deported. A discussion on how to get a person released, such as filing a bond motion or a
federal lawsuit, can be found in the legal FAQ on page 17.
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Make sure you understand exactly what happened at the person’s last deportation hearing.
For instance: What date was the deportation order issued? Where was the court? Was the
decision appealed? Did the person apply for anything to try to stop the deportation? You
might be able to figure out some of that information by calling the Executive Office for
Immigration Review (EOIR) number at 1-800-898-7180. You need to have on hand the “A”
number of the person who was ordered deported.
Gather documents. Documents can include criminal records; transcripts from past
hearings; school and medical records of both the person with the deportation order and
the person’s family members; any old immigration records (for instance, refugee
documents or old green cards); tax papers and property information.
Try to speak with more than one immigration attorney. The attorney should be
experienced in deportation defense and should not tell you that this is an “easy” process.
Hire an attorney whom you feel comfortable with and trust. You should also be willing to
ask when the attorney can file the motion to reopen and exactly what is needed from you.
Make sure attorneys understand what you expect from them and vice versa.

*Note: Due to the complicated nature of immigration law, families should review these questions
with an experienced deportation defense attorney.

“Stays” are legal avenues to stop a deportation. The #ReleaseMN8 organizers worked swiftly
with their lawyers to file different types of stay requests. Below are some types of stays.
4

a) The most important one is filing a stay motion with the immigration court or with the BIA. A
sample emergency stay motion is provided in Appendix L.
b) Sometimes, you may need to file a stay with a federal appeals court. This usually happens if
you lose your case at the BIA. (Typically, you have 30 days to file that appeal with the federal
appeals court.) There is a practice advisory for lawyers on this type of stay; in this case, it would
be a good idea to consult with a deportation defense lawyer.
5

c) Additionally, you can file an Application for a Stay of Deportation from ICE (Form I-246). This
is also referred to as a “stay of removal,” but it is decided by ICE and not by a judge. Please note
that these are very rarely granted by ICE under the Trump administration. At the publication of
this report, this form costs $155. It is recommended that the I-246 application be filed only as a
complement to the emergency motion with the immigration court or BIA, if at all, rather than as
a substitute.

4 For
5

more information on stay motions with immigration courts, see https://www.justice.gov/eoir/file/1043831/download
For more information on the I-246 ICE stay application, see
https://www.ice.gov/sites/default/files/documents/Document/2017/ice_form_i_246.pdf
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Practice point: Knowing the deportation date is necessary to help get an emergency stay with the
immigration court or BIA. Estimates by ICE however are not always accurate, and dates can
change without notice. You have to keep in close touch with ICE. Actual departure days will be
decided based on factors such as consular processing of travel documents and flight scheduling.

The MN8 men were detained between six months to more than a year until eventually being
deported or released. If a person has been detained for an extended period of time, the person
may be able to challenge the detention in federal court. This type of lawsuit is called habeas
corpus. This option may or may not be available based on several factors, including where the
person is located and how long the person has been detained. Speak to your lawyer to understand
6
the legal options.

Advocates and activists have been organizing campaigns to end the inhumane detention and
deportation of SEAA refugees since the late 1990s. The #ReleaseMN8 campaign is an example of
what effective advocacy looks like when affected families are put in the forefront of organizing to
save their loved ones. In a span of a year, a successful campaign was mobilized by bringing
together multiple allies, building cross-racial solidarity, learning about criminal and immigration
laws, sharing their stories with the media, demanding change of lawmakers, and galvanizing
others to speak out against injustice. In the process, this campaign inspired a movement that
captured national attention. The #ReleaseMN8 organizers continue to remain engaged in the longterm battle for just immigration laws that keep families together.

Families of Sameth Nhean, Chamroeun “Shorty” Phan and Ched Nin are all smiles in the Frogtown neighborhood of
St. Paul, MN, in November 2017, following the release of the three men. Photograph by Thaiphy Phan-Quang
6For more information, see AILA (American Immigration Lawyers Association) webinar series for immigration attorneys:
http://www.aila.org/publications/videos/fearless-lawyering-videos/five-part-webinar-series-on-habeas-corpus. Writs of habeas corpus
filed by MN8 members: Phan v. Sessions, et al, 17-cv-00432 (D. Minn. filed Feb. 2, 2017); and Nhean v. Brott, et al, 17-cv-00028 (D. Minn.
filed Aug. 2, 2017).
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